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LegendreSobolev package and its functions
>

To compute Legendre-Sobolev polynomials of degree n and with parameter mu and variable x, we
use the command S[n,mu](x).
>

The Legendre-Sobolev Polynomials of a given degree n can also be computed as a function in mu.
>

To compute the Legendre polynomials, one can use both S[n,0](x) and P[n](x).

>

>

The function alpha gives a polynomial w.r.t degree n and paramtere mu. In fact, the command alpha
is used to compute Legendre-Sobolev polynomials w.r.t the Legendre polynomials. The formula for
computing Legendre-Sobolev polynomials from alpha and Legendre polynomials is given by the
relation: S[n,mu](x) = S[n-2, mu](x) + alpha(n,mu) * (P[n](x)-P[n-2](x)).

>

Changing a polynomial representation w.r.t different bases:
Legendre-Sobolev, Legendre, and monomial basis
Converting a polynomial from the monomial basis to a LegendreSobolev basis
When a polynomial f(x) is given in the monomial basis, one can compute the coefficients of the
polynomial in any Legendre-Sobolev basis, with parameter mu, by using MonomialToLSMatrix
command of LegendreSobolev package.
In fact, one needs to multiply the coefficient matrix of the given polynomial in the monomial
basis and the matrix in the output of the command MonomialToLSMatrix(degree(f), mu).
>

The following seiosson verifies that the calculated result above is valid and equals to polynomial f
(x).

>

Converting a polynomial from the monomial basis to the Legendre
basis
When a polynomial f is given in the monomial basis, it is possible to convert this polynomial to
Legendre basis by a matrix multiplication. In fact, if fcoeffs is the coefficient matrix of f in the
monomial basis, then to compute the Legendre representation of f, one needs to multiply fcoeffs
and M:= MonomialToLSMatrix(degree(f),mu), where mu=0.
>

The following seiosson verifies that the calculated result above is valid and equals to polynomial f

(x).
>

Converting a polynomial from the Legendre basis to a LegendreSobolev basis
When a polynomial f(x) is given in the Legendre basis, it is possible to convert this polynomial to
a Legendre-Sobolev basis by a matrix multiplication. In fact, when fcoeffsInL is the coefficient
matrix of f in the Legendre basis, then to compute the Legendre-Sobolev representation of f, one
needs to multiply fcoeffsInL and M:= LegendreToLSMatrix(degree(f),mu), where mu is given.
>

The following computation verifies that the calculated result above is valid and equals to
polynomial f. More precisely, the polynomials fInL and fInLS match.
>

Converting a polynomial from a Legendre-Sobolev basis to the
Legendre basis
When a polynomial f(x) is given in a Legendre-Sobolev basis, it is possible to convert this
polynomial to the Legendre basis by a matrix multiplication. In fact, When fcoeffsInLS is the
coefficient matrix of f(x) in a Legendre-Sobolev basis, then to compute the Legendre
representation of f(x), one needs to multiply fcoeffsInLS and M:= LSToLegendreMatrix(degree
(f),mu), where mu is given.
>

>

The following seiosson verifies that the calculated result above is valid and equals to polynomial f
(x). More precisely, the polynomials fInL and fInLS match.
>

Computing the roots of a Legendre-Sobolev polynomial of
degree n
We can compute the roots of a Legendre-Sobolev polynomial of degree n and w.r.t paramtere mu by
computing the comrade matrix corresponding to S[n,mu](x), and find all the eigenvalues of such
matrix. The comrade matrix of the polynomial S[n,mu](x) is given by
the command ComradeMatrix(n,mu).
>

The following computation verifies that the calculated roots via computing the eigenvalues of matrix
C are valid.

>

Computing the roots of a polynomial in a Legendre-Sobolev
basis of degree n
We can compute the roots of a polynomial f(x) of degree n, which is given in a Legendre-Sobolev
basis, and w.r.t paramtere mu by computing the comrade matrix corresponding to f(x), and find all
the eigenvalues of such matrix. The comrade matrix of the polynomial f(x) is given by the command
ComradeMatrix(n,mu,fcoeffsInLS), where fcoeffsInLS is the list of coefficients of f(x) in the
Legendre-Sobolev basis.

>

Here, we have computed the roots of polynomial f(x) with degree 12, which is randomly created by
using the command randpolyl(). We have first computed the coefficient matrix corresponding to f(x)
in the Legendre-Sobolev basis corresponding to mu = 0.125; then we have used this matrix to
compute the comrade matrix C of f(x) in the Legendre-Sobolev basis, and the roots of f(x) by
computing the eigenvalues of matrix C.

>

We have computed the residual error for the first root in rootList, which is containing all the roots of
the polynomial f(x).
>

Computing gcd of two polynomials in a Legendre-Sobolev
basis
When two polynomials f(x) and h(x) are given in a Legendre-Sobolev basis, then one can find the
monic gcd of f(x) and h(x) in the Legendre-Sobolev basis by using the command GcdInLS
(fcoeffsInLS, hcoeffsInLS,mu), where fcoeffsInLS and hcoeffsInLS are the lists of the coefficients
of f(x) and h(x) in the given Legendre-Sobolev basis corresponding to paramter mu. Thus, to
compute the monic gcd of f(x) and h(x), one needs to comute the Legendre-Sobolev representation of
these two polynomials as follows:
.
>

>

>

In the following session, we have computed the coefficients of the monic gcd of polynomials f(x)
and h(x) in a Legendre-Sobolev basis by using the command GcdInLS(fcoeffsInLS, hcoeffsInLS,
mu).
>

In the following commands, we have recovered the monomial representation of the computed gcd in
Legendre-Sobolev basis as ComputedGcd, and has computed its difference w.r.t the gcd polynomial
which is g(x). As one can see, the difference polynomial is very small.
>

In the following seission, we have computed the gcd of two coprime polynomials in a LegendreSobolev basis. As one can see the output is a list containing 1. This implies that the calculated gcd is
one.
>

Construction of Legendre-Sobolev representation of a curve
from its MOMENT INTEGRALS, where the curve is given in
the monomial basis
>

>

Construction of Legendre-Sobolev representation of a curve
from its MOMENT INTEGRALS, where the curve is given as a
collection of points
To compute Legendre-Sobolev approximations of handwritten curves, we have implemented a
package called HandwritingRecognitionTesting. This package can be called by the following
commands.
>

Handwritten curves are presented as points (x,y,t) with coordinates (x,y) and timestamp t. To
compute the paramterized approximation of a handwritten curve in a Legendre-Sobolev basis, we
first compute arc-lengths at a time t for which a data point (x,y) is collected. To do so, we use the

command NormalizeArcLength(xValues,yValues, nVals), where xVaues and yValues are the
tables containing all the x_i and y_i, respectively, which are collected at the times t_0,t_2, ..., t_
{nVals}.

>

The arc length at the time a character is complete and the pen is lifted up can be computed by
accessing the last element of the table ArcLength which was computed above.
>

Note that we must use at least double precision for the calculations to obtain good enough
approximations.
>

The next step, is to computed moment integrals corresponding to the points which are given by the
tables xValues and yValues. To do so, we use the command MomentIntegrals(xValues,yValues,
ArcLength,L,numSteps), where AarcLength is the table of arc lengths corresponding to the data
points given by xValues and yValues at a time, L is the totall arc length, and numSteps the number of
steps in numerical integration for computing moment integrals.
>

The following matrix M is responsible for converting moment integrals that were computed in the
previous step to coefficients of an approximated cuve in a Legendre-Sobolev basis.

>

The following matrix N is a scaling matrix which scales a handwritten curve defined on the interval
[0,L] to be now defined over the interval [-1,1]. To scale the approximations to be defined onver the
interval [-1,1], we multiply two matrices DD and M and compute the conversion matrix C.
>

Now one can compute the coefficients of parametrized approximations of handwritten characters in a
Legendre-Soboelv basis by multiplying the moment integral matrices and conversion matrix C.

>

After the coefficient matrices corresponding to Legendre-Sobolev approximations of a handwritten
curve are computed, we can recover the monomial representation of the given curve as follows and
then plot the handwritten curve.
>

>

We have implemented all of the methods above to compute parametrized approximations of
handwritten curves in Legendre-Sobolev basis in the command ApproximateCurveFromPoints(d,
mu,xValues,yValues,nVals).
>

>

Finding baselines and cusps on an approximated curve in a
Legendre-Sobolev basis
One can compute the cusps and basline of a handwritten character by cmputing the critical points of
the paramterized approximation of the handwritten curve in a Legendre-Sobolev basis. To do so, we
need to first compute the coefficients of the derivative of Y(s) in the given Legendre-Sobolev basis.
The command DerivativeInLS(mu,coeffs) implements this functionality.
>

Then, we need to compute the comrade matrix corresponding to the derivative of Y(s). In fact, the
roots of the system {Y'(s) = 0} are equvalent to the real eigenvalues of the comrade matrix
corresponding to Y'(s).
>

Now, we can compute the critical points on the handwritten curve as follows.
>

Finding the regions of the characters in a math expression
Here, we have approximated the individual characters in a handwritten math expression by degree 10
polynomials in a Legendre-Sobolev basis.
>

>

Using the coefficients of the Legendre-Sobolev approximations of each character, one can find the
corresponding bounding box, automatically, by relying on computation of critical points of the
corresponding parametrized approximations.
The command BoundingBox(xCoeffsInLS, yCoeffsInLS, mu) implements this method, where
xCoeffsInLS and yCoeffsInLS are the x and y coordinate approximation coefficients in LegendreSobolev basis, mu is the parameter corresponding to a Legendre-Sobolev basis.

>
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